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#1

ready for sport

Adidas launched Ready for Sport, a powerful message 

that says when sport returns, we will be ready.

It acts as an optimistic rallying call for people to look forward & 

imagine how incredible sport is going to feel post the pandemic.

Created with stock footage & existing campaign imagery, it 

delivers the powerful “We will ___ again” device. 

Instagram stickers were created, inviting people to share 

what sport they’re looking forward to experiencing again.

The campaign launched via Adidas employees saw athletes 

engaging by creating their own stories using the sticker.



#2

made for 
football watching

The campaign connects Pepsi with millions whose passion 

for football runs deep but doesn’t cross onto the field.

An online hub was created to host content & amp up fan 

watching experience, via custom team-specific sites tied to 

regional promotions.

Pepsi created social filters to help immortalize the football 

watcher.

They reimagined player intros, spotlighting fans watching 

from home, to run coming out of commercial breaks in-game.

Pepsi will be unveiling exciting & engaging fan experiences 

that bring the football stadium into the home.



#3

you can’t stop us
Nike dropped its ad, an editing masterpiece which juxtaposes 

past footage with themes relevant to athletes.

It addresses the pandemic, highlighting images of workers 

spraying down seats inside the stadiums.

The ad gives away the message of inclusiveness by featuring 

athletes from all religions & ethnicities.

It showcases many ways athletes continue to push forward, not 

letting closed gyms or empty stadiums hold them back. 

Amassing over 20M views on Twitter & Facebook & 58M views 

on YouTube, Nike has hit the right chords in a pandemic-stricken 

year.



#4

zomato premier 
league

Zomato introduced ZPL, a unique in-app gamification that 

allows users to be cricket maestros. 

Users get to predict the match results & avail discounts if 

they get it right.

They created TV spots roping in cricket personalities to ensure 

the audience stays glued to the screen.

Zomato leveraged real-time marketing on social media by 

commenting on matches through food puns & jokes.

The campaign was successful, garnering participation from 

over 4M users within the first 3 weeks.



#5

stevenage 
challenge

Burger King launched Stevenage Challenge which saw 

Stevenage F.C. become the most used team online.

Virtual Stevenage players could unlock special Burger King deals 

by completing challenges & uploading the video to Twitter.

Over 25,000 goals scored with Stevenage were posted online 

as a result of the challenge.

They helped make the club one of the most marketable teams 

in football within a year by utilising a video game.

The club sold out their home shirt for the first time in its history 

as a result of the campaign.
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As India's annual cricket festival has dawned upon us, 
do you wish to jump on all the hottest trends to transform 

your marketing game? 

Get in touch with us!

Disclaimer: All third party trademarks (including logos and icons) 
referenced by ARM Worldwide remain the property of their respective owners. 
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